During the summer months the dress code for all supervisory and clerical employees can be considered to be informal with several restrictions:

1. Summer months shall be considered the time frame from the completion of commencement exercises to the start of classes in August.
2. Supervisors are expected to wear collared shirts – either Oxford or Polo types. Tee shirts and tank tops are discouraged, as are shirts with sayings.
3. Pants and trousers can be dungaree for those whose primary work environment is shops or machine rooms. Those individuals coming in contact regularly with the campus community regularly should avoid dungaree and strive to give a better appearance.
4. Those individuals coming in regular contact, or when attending meetings with ranking members of the community should dress appropriate to the occasion. Remember you are representing the entire department to our community counterparts.
5. All other restrictions of the Plant Operations standard of dress policy will still apply.
6. This policy will also apply to Fridays during the school year.